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ÿþThe ladies will be adidas shoes women happy to know that they can still dress up in their favorite
outfits and still stay fly, no pun intended.Jeremy Scott adidas have pumped out a slew of collaboration
sneakers directed at both male and female Sneakerheads alike. Their latest collaborative effort is
focused on the ladies a bit more with the adidas x Jeremy Scott Originals JS Wings Ballerina. Available
in both pink and white, these flats are about as versatile as they come with the added flare of the
trademark JS Wings attached at the heel.If you or your female counterpart are interested, these winged
flats are now available at select adidas Originals retailers now.  

This time around, we bring you a look at this black/shade grey-spark adidas Originals ZX 8000 that is
available from select adidas Originals carriers adidas women shoes now. This colorway sports a black
patent leather heel and also mixes in touches of grey to further add flavor to this colorway. Enjoy more
images after the jump.Today we ve already showed you a black croc glow in the dark Superstar 80s
worked on adidas canada sale by atmos and the adidas Originals by Originals line. But there is also a
new line called the adidas Originals by Originals Kazuki line. And that is from where the new Copepan
sneaker design pictured here comes from.  

But the adidas Originals team has also prepared something specifically for the ladies. This Cut Out pack
consists of two pairs of the M Attitude Hi and two pairs of the L.A. Trainer running silhouette. All four
shoes include cut out parts along the upper, which just add to the allure adidas samba of each design.
You can look for these at adidas Originals retailers, and tell us what you think about this idea after the
jump.Via TSG. The adidas adiZero 1.5 now has another new colorway to add to the lineup.This � Home'
colorway features a white toe cap and outsole, grey synthetic SPRINTSKIN upper with a red midsole,
heel counter and branding.  

With the success of the adidas adiZero Rose, are these a nice addition to Rose's arsenal?You can grab
a pair now over at Adidas has been making great strides in the performance category. This season's
entire lineup has been full of superb on-court kicks featured on the feet of some of the leagues brightest
young stars.The adiPure has undergone some subtle changes, morphing from a mid to the now popular
low cut you see here. Keeping the same performance aspects as its original mid top counterpart, these
are not a downgrade by any means.  

The adidas Originals Superstar 2 Fade Pack, as of now, will consist of adidas shoes canada a black
colorway that fades into white as it moves towards the toe area and a blue colorway that also fades into
white in the same manner. Both colorways will soon be made available for purchase through select
adidas Originals retailers including .About two weeks ago we reported on Derrick Rose s intentions to
rock the red/black/white pair of the adidas Crazy 8 in action against the Miami Heat. Well, for you Los
Angeles Lakers fans out there, the purple/white/sun adidas Crazy 8 pictured here is now available for
purchase http://www.radx.ca/images/shoes/adidas-035bly.jpg at the going rate of $100 in adult sizes.
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